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SIERRA SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATION 
Create Lists Troubleshooting Guide 

Create Lists and Circulation 
 
How do I create a review file of items that are on the holdshelf at a certain pickup location and output 
that information, including patron name? 
Viewing holdshelf items by pickup location is best accomplished by using the Holds Management 
function Viewing Outstanding Holds. This display includes patron information. Items on the holdshelf 
display the ON HOLDSHELF status. This list can be sorted and/or printed. 
 
You can view outstanding holds limited to only your location served (those pickup locations associated 
with your location served, such as branch, library, or department) by choosing the first (of three) options 
in the Pickup Location box. The Locations Served entry of the login used to access Sierra determines 
what Sierra offers as the first option. To access the list for different locations served, log in to Sierra with 
other logins that include these locations served. 
 
There are two relevant system-generated files: 
 
Items with HOLDS 
Items on Holdshelf 
 
Both system-generated files contain lists of item records with a non-editable field called HOLD (8); 
however, neither will show pickup location. If your library does not have the ability to search, list, sort, 
and output-export the Hold (8) field, open a ticket with Support. 
 
The Items on Holdshelf file is generated once a day. Any holds added or removed after the file is 
generated will be included in the file generated the next day. For more information on these review 
files, review Copying a Review File. 
 
You can also generate a review file of patrons, bibs or items based on attributes of a hold (when placed, 
pickup location, hold status, etc.) using the Holds tab when selecting a field as part of the Create Lists 
query. 
 
Create Lists and Database Maintenance 
 
How can we search for bibliographic records with no attached records? 
Use the ^ LINKED REC command to search for the presence or absence of a particular type of attached 
record when creating a list of bibliographic records. 
 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcir/sgcir_holds_outstandingholds.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_lists_copy_review_file.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_lists_special.html
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How can we create a list of records with duplicate fields (e.g., duplicate barcodes, duplicate ISNs, or 
duplicate bibliographic utility numbers)? For example, we want to find any item record that has the 
same barcode as another item. 
In most cases, fields that should be unique and that are added to each record of a given type are 
duplicate checked during record creation. Examples include barcodes, ISNs, bibliographic utility 
numbers, etc. A method for locating records with duplicate fields is discussed at How to Use Global 
Update for data Cleanup. 
 
How can we search for duplicate fields within single records? 
If you have records that have one or more duplicated fields (for example, two identical 050 tags were 
added to each record in a batch of bibliographic records) you do not need to create a list to find these. 
Use the Global Update Deleting Duplicate Fields function on ranges of the database to find and remove 
duplicates that occur within records. 
 
How can we find invalid (bad) location codes? 
Refer to the Fixing Bad Codes FAQ for a method for locating invalid (bad) codes. 
 
How can we find all blind authority records? 
A method for locating these records is described in How to Use Global Update for data Cleanup. 
 
How can we find all items with additional links to bibliographic records? 
The Linking items to additional bibs function allows staff to link a single item to multiple bibliographic 
records for example to reflect that multiple physical pieces are bound together. Create Lists does not 
have special logic to let the user search for an item that is attached to more than one bibliographic 
record. There is no system function that searches specifically for the existence of multiple links (also 
known as "XLINK") in the bibliographic and item records. You can sort a list of item records by their 
bibliographic record number, or vice versa, and Output, or List, or Export the record numbers and sort 
and parse in a spreadsheet or other text-processing utility, in order to find your desired records. Users 
should plan to locate items that are linked to multiple bibliographic records through other information 
in the bibliographic or item record that identifies these records, such as data in a fixed field. 
 
How do we find bibliographic records with more than one linked record? How do we find 
bibliographic records with only one linked record of a given type? 
Currently there is no way in Create Lists to find bibliographic records with more than one linked record 
of a given type. The ^ LINKED REC command allows the user to search for the existence or non-existence 
of a link to a given record type, but there is no way to specify quantity of the record type. Some libraries 
output bibliographic record numbers and attached record numbers from the database and use a 
spreadsheet or other text-processing utility to reduce the list to just those records with multiple records 
attached. 

 
We have some records with multiple subfield 'a's in some fields. How can I find records with fields 
that have repeated subfields? 
Use a regular expression to find records with fields that have repeated subfields. For example, this 
search: 
 
<Your Specified Field> MATCHES |a.*|a 
 
or <CALL NUMBER> MATCHES |a.*|a 

https://iii-itlc.s3.amazonaws.com/LibGuides/LibGuides+Articles+and+Docs/Sierra/Cataloging/Articles/CAT+Sierra+HTG+Use+Global+Update+for+Data+Cleanup+Project+20220301.pdf
https://iii-itlc.s3.amazonaws.com/LibGuides/LibGuides+Articles+and+Docs/Sierra/Cataloging/Articles/CAT+Sierra+HTG+Use+Global+Update+for+Data+Cleanup+Project+20220301.pdf
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcat/sgcat_global_commandinput_deldup.html
https://iii-itlc.s3.amazonaws.com/LibGuides/LibGuides+Articles+and+Docs/Sierra/Cataloging/Articles/CAT+Sierra+HTG+Fix+Bad+Codes+FAQ+20220301.pdf
https://iii-itlc.s3.amazonaws.com/LibGuides/LibGuides+Articles+and+Docs/Sierra/Cataloging/Articles/CAT+Sierra+HTG+Use+Global+Update+for+Data+Cleanup+Project+20220301.pdf
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_maint_link_item.html
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would find this record with two subfields 'a': 
 
050 ^^ KF18|a.L5 
 
This search: 
 
<Your Specified Field> MATCHES |a.*|a 
 
or <SUBJECT> MATCHES |a.*|a 
 
would find this record with two subfields 'a': 
 
650 ^0 Civil procedure|zCaliforni|aI|xnternet resources (World Wide 
Web). 
 
This search: 
 
<Your Specified Field> MATCHES |x.*|x.*|x 
 
or <SUBJECT> MATCHES |x.*|x.*|x 
 
would find records with at least one subject heading containing three or more subfields 'x'. 
 
650 ^0 Gifts|xTaxation|xLaw and legislation|zUnited States|xLoose-leaf 
service. 
 
The system supports the regular expression syntax of the UNIX egrep program, with some exceptions. 
For complete information on regular expressions, consult a book or other resources about egrep. See 
also Using Boolean Searching. 
 
How do we find late serials issues to claim in Create Lists? 
The system is designed to find late issues via the serials claiming process. The user can use review files 
with this function. For more information, see Searching for Late Issues to Claim. 
 
The Claiming function actually scans each box and calculates whether the issue is late based on the days 
to claim and the transaction date. The Create Lists function has no way to do this. The closest that the 
user can come to achieving the same results is to create a list where the transaction date is earlier than 
a specified date and status = 'E'. Given different frequencies of periodicals, this is not always useful. The 
strategy is more useful if your library stores frequency in a fixed-length field in the checkin record (or 
card) and can add that into the search strategy. 
 
Overall, the Claim function is the best way to find all late issues. 
 
I'm trying to use the CLAIMON date to find late issues, but I'm getting lots of false hits. Why? 
The CLAIMON date is not a valid indicator for finding "late" issues. 
 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_lists_boolean_searching.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgser/sgser_claim_search_in_mode.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgser/sgser_claim_intro.html
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The CLAIMON date is described as: The date the next expected issue on the attached checkin card will 
display as "LATE". Each time the checkin record is accessed, the system automatically recalculates this 
date by adding the specified "days before claim" to the next expected date. 
 
If a particular record has not been accessed, the date will not have been recently recalculated. If the 
date has been recalculated, it is showing when the next expected issue will be late. There may be no late 
issues on the card at all. 
 
How can we search for checkin (holdings) card information in Sierra? 
Specify "Checkin (Holdings) and Card" as the Store Record Type when creating your search. 
 
How can we find checkin (holdings) records without cards? 
To locate checkin (holdings) records without cards, search for "CKIN INFO (2) =<nothing or blank field>". 
This is a search to verify that a variable-length field does not exist, as discussed below. 
 
Is there a way to find all boxes which have been claimed but which have not arrived? 
Create a list on the checkin and card (holdings record and card) to find all boxes that are claimed but 
have not yet arrived. The criteria are: 
 
TERM 1 

TERM 1  
Type CHECKIN 
Field CLAIM 
Condition greater than or equal to 
Value A 1 
AND  
TERM 2  
Type CHECKIN 
Field BOX STATUS 
Condition equal to 
Value A e 

 
NOTE: Boxes display as "claimed" instead of "late" based on the transaction date and days to claim. 
 
To find issues claimed more than a given number of times, adjust the CLAIM condition accordingly For 
example: 
 

TERM 1  
Type CHECKIN 
Field CLAIM 
Condition greater than or equal to 
Value A 2 

 
To find only late boxes, use the Serials claiming function. 
 
If your library checks in multi-copy subscriptions, include search criteria for claimed boxes with a status 
of 'p' as well. For example: 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sril/sril_records_fixed_field_types_holdings.html
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TERM 1  
Type CHECKIN 
Field CLAIM 
Condition greater than or equal to 
Value A 1 
AND  
TERM 2  
Type (CHECKIN 
Field BOX STATUS 
Condition equal to 
Value A e 
OR  
TERM 3  
Type CHECKIN 
Field BOX STATUS 
Condition equal to 
Value A p) 

 
NOTE: The grouped conditions above (in italics and contained within parentheses) allow the system to 
search for either status in conjunction with the claim value. 
 
Create Lists Functionality 
 
Why can we only print some of our review files to email, but not others? 
One or more records in the review file may be causing the printout to be caught in a “spam filter.” For 
example, a review file containing the record "The eBay survival guide: how to make money and avoid 
losing your shirt / by Michael Banks" might be interpreted as spam by a local filter based on the phrase 
"How to make money". If the local email filters prevent the email from reaching the recipient (as 
opposed to filtering to a spam mailbox or marking as spam), the print job will appear unsuccessful, even 
though the print job was properly sent. 
 
I searched for "Title = The Story of Ping", which we own, and found no records. Why? 
When you use the search condition '=', the entire normalized field (including all subfields) for which you 
are searching must exactly match the characters keyed. For this reason, the condition 'HAS' is more 
effective for locating variable-length fields with a specific string. For example, if you want to find bib 
records with a subject heading "Maturation (Psychology)" use the search logic: BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUBJECT 
has "maturation" AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUBJECT has "psychology". 
 
For the title "The Story of Ping", use the search logic: BIBLIOGRAPHIC Title has "story" AND 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC Title has "ping". 
 
See more information about HAS. 
 
How can I find records that do not contain a specific variable-length field? 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_lists_boolean_searching.html
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Use the '=' condition to locate records without a specific variable-length field. For example, you can 
search for all records that do not contain data in the author field by entering "AUTHOR=", which 
searches for "author equals [nothing]". 
 
See the discussion of EQUAL TO. 
 
How can I find records that have multiples of a specific field? 
At this time, there is no way to use Create Lists to find multiple occurrences of a variable-length field in a 
record. If you create a file of all records with the given field, you can output the field and record number 
and look for those numbers with multiple occurrences of the field (for example, items with two 
barcodes). Many users output the content to a third-party software product to make this process easier. 
 
Why is my search not finding records that we just added? 
If using a saved search strategy or 'use existing search', please check the end of range record number in 
your search to ensure you are using the end-of-record-number-range wildcard or it is updated to the 
current last record number.   
 
When viewing the list of review files, what does the date in the date column represent? 
The date column displays the date that the review file was created or most recently updated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's organization 
without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may be copied only if the 
copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have purchased the Innovative system. 
 
© 2022, Innovative Interfaces, Inc. 
 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_lists_boolean_searching.html
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